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Filtering Variation

Sequencing error rates are high.

So, we need to filter.

The standard filter of NGS is the Bayesian 
variant caller.

Combines population-based priors and data 
from many samples to make high-quality calls.



Bayesian (visual) intuition

Figures from http://oscarbonilla.com/2009/05/visualizing-bayes-theorem/

A = samples with a 
variant at some locus

We have a universe of individuals.

B = putative observations 
of variant at some locus

http://oscarbonilla.com/2009/05/visualizing-bayes-theorem/


probability(A|B)

We want to estimate the probability that we have a real 
polymorphism "A" given "|" that we observed variants in our 
alignments "B".



In our case it's a bit more like this...

Observations (B) provide pretty good sensitivity, but 
poor specificity.



The model

● Bayesian model estimates the probability of polymorphism at 
a locus given input data and the population mutation rate 
(~pairwise heterozygosity) and assumption of “neutrality” 
(random mating).

● Following Bayes theorem, the probability of a specific set of 
genotypes over some number of samples is:
○ P(G|R) = ( P(R|G) P(G) ) / P(R)

● Which in FreeBayes we extend to:
○ P(G,S|R) = ( P(R|G,S) P(G)P(S) ) / P(R)
○ G = genotypes, R = reads, S = locus is well-

characterized/mapped
○ P(R|G,S) is our data likelihood, P(G) is our prior estimate 

of the genotypes, P(S) is our prior estimate of the 
mappability of the locus, P(R) is a normalizer.



Handling non-biallelic/diploid cases
We compose our data likelihoods, P(Reads|Genotype) 
using a discrete multinomial sampling probability:

X

X

Our priors, P(Genoypes), follow the Ewens Sampling Formula 
and the discrete sampling probability for genotypes.



Are our locus and alleles sequenceable?
In WGS, biases in the way we observe an allele (placement, position, 
strand, cycle, or balance in heterozygotes) are often correlated with error.  
We include this in our posterior P(G,S|R), and to do so we need an 
estimator of P(S).

neutral strand bias cycle bias placement bias

allele imbalance
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Variant detector lineage

PolyBayes– original Bayesian variant detector 
(Gabor Marth, 1999); written in perl

GigaBayes– ported to C++

BamBayes– “modern” formats (BAM)

FreeBayes– 2010-present



FreeBayes-specific developments

FreeBayes model features (~in order of introduction):
➢ Multiple alleles
➢ Indels, SNPs, MNPs, complex alleles
➢ Local copy number variation (e.g. sex chromosomes)
➢ Global copy-number variation (e.g. species-level, genome ploidy)
➢ Pooled detection, both discrete and continuous
➢ Many, many samples (>30k exome-depth samples)
➢ Genotyping using known alleles (hints, haplotypes, or alleles)
➢ Genotyping using a reference panel of genotype likelihoods
➢ Direct detection of haplotypes from short-read sequencing
➢ Haplotype-based consensus generation (clumping)
➢ Allele-length-specific mapping bias
➢ Contamination-aware genotype likelihoods



Design/development methodology

● Portable C++
● MIT license
● Modular codebase (multiple git submodules)

○ BAM library (bamtools)
○ VCF library (vcflib)
○ FASTA library (fastahack)

● Streams > rewriting files
● A priori models > technology-specific recalibration
● Probabilities > hard filters
● Simulations > ts/tv, bulk metrics, array concordance
● Annotations for classification and filtering of variants 

(vcfsom)
● Produce internally-consistent VCF output
● Run fast
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Variant filtering

Variant detection is hard.

A priori models can’t capture all types of error.

We can use hard filters to cut out parts of the 
data.

We can use classifiers like Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) to further improve results.



Hard filters

What calls do we “know” are poor?
(w.r.t. freebayes VCF annotations).

1. low-quality calls (QUAL < N)
a. also, maybe QUAL is high but QUAL / AO is low

2. loci with low read depth (DP < N)
3. alleles that are only seen on one strand

a. remove by “SAF > 0 & SAR > 0”
4. alleles that are only observed by reads 

placed to the left or right
a. remove by “RPL > 0 & RPR > 0”



suggested freebayes hard filters

For diploid, humans…
pipe your VCF through something like:
vcffilter -f "QUAL > 1 & QUAL / AO > 10 & SAF > 0 & SAR > 0 & RPR > 1 & RPL > 1"

● QUAL > 1
○ removes horrible sites

● QUAL / AO > 10
○ additional contribution of each obs should be 10 log 

units (~ Q10 per read)
● SAF > 0 & SAR > 0

○ reads on both strands
● RPR > 1 & RPL > 1

○ at least two reads “balanced” to each side of the site



When hard filters aren’t enough

We can use validation data to bootstrap better 
discriminant finer-grained filtering.

Following example is from work with indels in 
1000G.



SVM classifier

Find a hyperplane 
(here a line in 2D) 
which separates 
observations.



SVM classifier

The best separating 
hyperplane is 
determined by 
maximum margin 
between groups we 
want to classify.



SVM filtering in the 1000 Genomes

25 human populations X ~100 samples each.



1000G variant integration process

* The filtering process I’ll discuss.

*



SVM approach for INDEL filtering

Extract features that tend to vary with respect 
to call quality:
● call QUALity
● read depth
● sum of base qualities
● inbreeding coefficient (heterozygosity)
● entropy of sequence at locus
● mapping quality
● allele frequency in population
● read pairing rate
● etc.



SVM approach for INDEL filtering

Now, use overlaps in validation samples or 
sites to determine likely errors and true calls.

Use this list + annotations of the calls to train 
an SVM model.

Apply the model to all the calls, filter, and 
measure validation rate of the whole set.



Application of SVM to 1000G INDELs 

Raw validation rates of indels in 1000G phase 3, “MVNCall” set.

Tony Marcketta and Adam Auton



Application of SVM to 1000G INDELs

Filtering results, using SVM-based method.

Anthony Marcketta and Adam Auton

Passing SVM Failing SVM



Application of SVM to 1000G INDELs 

Correlation between allele frequency and observation counts.

Anthony Marcketta and Adam Auton

Passing SVM Failing SVM



Indel results from 1000G

Comparing the phase3 results to the genotypes for indels in 
the subset of samples for which we also had high-quality, 
high-coverage genomes from Complete Genomics. 
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alignment and variant calling walk-
through

1. get some reference system
2. index it (BWT/FM-index generation)
3. align
4. mark duplicates
5. call variants
6. simple filters

I’ll follow this tutorial:
https://github.com/ekg/alignment-and-variant-calling-tutorial

https://github.com/ekg/alignment-and-variant-calling-tutorial
https://github.com/ekg/alignment-and-variant-calling-tutorial


things you can do with freebayes

1. defaults
2. parallelism
3. haplotype-based techniques
4. filtering
5. quality assessment
6. pooled
7. polyploid


